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THESIS ABSTRACT
The revival of interest in traditional small craft during the
past decade is evidenced in the growth of related associations,
museums, and publications and is shown to be reflective of much
broader socia-cultural trends. No study has yet been done, however,
to determine what motivates the interest of small craft enthusiasts.
Are they athletes, retired people, cruising boat ownercs, or craftsmen?
Can they be defined by income level or occupation?
These questions, among others, are addressed through analysis of
an interest survey which was distributed randomly to members of two
Newport, Rhode Island, yacht clubs and also to attendants at a small
craft festival at the Mystic Seaport Museum. These surveys were
analyzed using the Statistical Analysis System at the University of
Rhode Island Academic Computer Center.
The cultural and esthetic movement of the decade is juxtaposed
against current economic realities in the analysis. It was found
that the largest proportion of small craft enthusiasts came from the
category collectively identified as "blue collar". Not surprisingly,
it is the blue collar worker who is most likely to describe himself
as an amateur or professional craftsman. Perception as a craftsman
and occupation were found to be the most accurate indicators of
participation in the. small craft movement. It is likely that the
effect of economic pressures of a recessional economy on the blue
ii
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collar worker will slow the growth of participation in this
occupational category.
Despite this, the resurgence of interest in small craft has had
some permanent effects in that it has caused the knowledge of the
history, design, and use of these boats to be preserved in a living
repository as well as documented in museums and texts. It will be
passed on both horizontally and vertically through generations. The
essence of the movement will be preserved~ despite fluctuations
caused by the economic atmosphere, by a society whose value of crafts-
manship and active participation will not allow it to forget.
; i i
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PREFACE
liThe return of the tradition wooden boat, the classic revival as
it is also called, has swept across the country in the last few years
with something of the force and speed of an explosion. ---Basically,
it is the expression of cultural and economic forces deeply rooted in
the changing structure."
John Garner
iv
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CHAPTER I
Historical and Cultural Significance of This Study
Traditional small craft are, for the purpose of this study,
considered to be lapstrake or carvel planked wooden boats generally
under twenty feet in length. They are powered by oar or by sail, are
used primarily for recreation and include among others, dories,
tenders, wherries, canoes, skiffs, Whitehalls, and prams. During the
past decade the ranks of traditional small craft enthusiasts have
swelled greatly yet, to date, no study has been done to determine
what motivates the interest of these enthusiasts. In addition to
describing the small craft movement as a cultural expression of the
1980·5, the results of this research wil' clarify to the builder of
wooden small craft the motivation for interest by potential customers.
Some may happily participate in small craft activities to recall
pleasant memories from their childhoods when a small craft of some
type was enjoyed as part of daily life. Others may be attracted by
the physical fitness potential of small craft boating. "Pu l l inq" is
a relaxing, aesthetic form of exercise which has as a bonus an
intimate association with nature.
The need to take pause from the bureaucratic, synthetic, industri-
alized society in which we live has contributed to the greatly
increasing numbers of home craftsmen of greatly diversified interests.
2The home woodworking shop is a common sight wherein hobbyists make
everything from chi 1drens, toys to elaborate pieces· of furniture.
There is evidence that these craftsmen are another source of potential
parti ci pants in what shall be termed the II sma11 craft movement II wh ich
in turn is part of an even broader movement which may be summarized
as "back to basi cs ,"
Little is known about the motivations of the people with an
interest in acquiring or bUilding small wooden boats. Do those who
prefer to build them also derive pleasure from using them? Where is
this interest? Is it socially and possibly economically restricted
to certain groups? Are there indications that this renewed interest
in small classic boats is centered in a particular geographical area
or is it spacially dispersed? These and other related questions will
be addressed below.
Considering the state of the economy~ the cost of owning a large
cruising boat may limit the number of future cruising boat owners.
If this is the case, what are the possibilities that former cruising
boat owners will become interested in less costly small craft? Based
on an analysis of classic wooden boats it ;s not likely that it will
ever threaten the predominance of the fiberglass industry. Ease of
maintenance, absence of woodworking skills coupled with the cost of
professional maintenance is likely to insure a continued interest in
the II mass produced II fiberglass boat. Nonetheless, for a variety of
partially explained reasons, the ranks of small craft enthusiasts are
increasing.
3It is contended that the revival of interest in traditional small
craft is reflective of much broader cultural and economic trends in
society: that it is lithe expression of cultural and economic forces
deeply rooted in the changing social structure ll • 1 The essence of
this changing social str-ucture is apparent in many sectors and grew
from a reaction to mass-pr.oduction and uniformity of an industrial-
ized society. In large part, it is based on a renewed aesthetic
apprec i at i on , a return to a simpler way of life, a "back to basics"
mentality. Though mass-production forms the economic foundation of
the industrialized society, a growing number of people are
increasingly demonstrating their appreciation of craftsmanship and
uniqueness in a variety of ways. Many are actively involved in
various crafts such as weaving, pottery, jewelry, knitting, and
woodworking. Others pursue craftsmanship in a more passive manner by
res urrect i ng II an t i quesII from yard sa1es and auct ions where the
"objects" range from furniture to butter churns. Whether act i ve or
passive participants. the interest in quality and individuality is
indisputable.
The pursuit of quality reflects a growing awareness of the
quality of life. To many, this quality includes a more healthy.
active way of life than was common ten years ago. Regular physical
exercise such as jogging and bicycling has become part of daily life
for increasing numbers of people. The spectator mentality of those
who follow professional sports may have been permanently modified by
those who play racquetball and tennis or belong to health clubs. It
4is ar gued, theref are, that one aspect of th is II back to basi cs II
movement may be the transformation from passive appreciation to a
more active pursuit of quality in its many forms, toward acquisition
of the resulting, aesthetic forms of recreation and an intimacy with
nature as a calming respite from the rigors of daily life. It is
this cultural atmosphere which has fostered the growth of the
traditional small craft movement. The popularity of these craft
reflects a reaction to over-reliance on a mass-produced, petroleum
dependent society with the concommitant need for a growing proportion
of the population to seek a more harmonious existance with nature.
Further, the human skill of forming natural materials into anything
that is unique and utilitarian whether a boat or a ceramic vessel has
appeal for many over a dependence on mass-produced products.
The economic importance of the revival of interest in traditional
small craft and the larger cultural movement of which it is a part is
far reaching but involves the wooden boatbuilding business most
directly. Of the 150 traditional wooden boatbuilders which Paul
Lipke surveyed in 1978 in preparation for hi~ book on that subject,
fifty-five were then spending at least a portion of their efforts
building small craft. 2 (Lipke, p. 9) This represents a major
commitment by the boatbuilding industry and reflects consumer
demand. Any research which helps define the interests which motivate
participation in this movement will be of direct benefit to the
boatbuilder who would be better able to spend advertising dollars and
market his craft more effectively.
5Historically, traditional recreational small craft have been
adapted from workboat designs. 3 Thousands of these small working
craft were built during the second half of the nineteenth century.
Many were turned out by the shipyards and boats hops but many more
were II am ateur" bu i1t by farmers and f ;s hermen . By tr i a1 and error
these designs were adapted for their intended use influenced by local
weather and sea conditions. This evolution eventually led to the
period boats that are now associated with nearly every water body
from Maine to the Chesapeake and beyond. There are literally
hundreds of small craft which evolved over the years examples of
which include the classic Whitehall which was developed 'as a
water-taxi and which could deliver light cargo as well; the peapod
which was ideal for lobstering along the coast; and the light-weight
yet sturdy Adirondack guideboat. The neat stern of the salmon wherry
allowed it to be launched stern first into the surf. Flat bottomed
dori.es worked equally well on or off the beach. 4 These boats
represent a nearly perfect evolution of design char.acteristics
intended to accomodate various work and environmental conditions.
Among the most important of these design characteristics are rake of
the stem, amount of freeboard, length and camber of tne keel,
displacement, and shape of the hull at the waterline.
The Rangely Lake boat and the Whitehall from fifteen to twenty
feet in length are excellent rowing boats having the ability to track
well, that is, to remain on a straight course. Consequently, these
boats are difficult to turn and are unsuited to beach use for which a
6raked stem and flat bottom ar:e pr.eferred. Carrying heavy loads
requires high freeboard. The Banks dory, for example, would be so
1aden down by the fisherman and his catch that it often would be
floating at its sheer by the end of the day. Unlike its more refined
cousin, the Banks dory is rather unwieldy for general use due to its
weight and high freeboard which make it unmanageable in the wind.
In specific instances, the demise of the small working craft can
be attributed to changes in fishing gear or construction of harbor
facilities. For example, the Block Island beach boats disappeared
with the building of the artificial harbor there. The major cause of
the demise of working small craft, however, was unquestionably the
growing use of the low cost gasoline engine. 5 Both workmanship and
boat design deteriorated as a result of this innovation. An engine
could push almost any vessel regardless of its shape. The more
exquisite designs were often abandoned and allowed to rot. This
development impacted particularly those whose transoms were not
sufficiently large to accomodate an engine. This loss is particularly
acute since few of these boats' lines were formally recorded and
drawn. They were faithfully reproduced by builders who standardized
their lines and construction details in the locality where they were
develoRed. Consequently there was no need for detailed drawings or a
lItable of offsets ll •
It was the professional builder of workboats who was relied upon
to produce recreational small craft when these became popular i h the
( (
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8mid-nineteenth century. Until that time, recreation for its own sake
was uncommon and vacationing was rare. 6 An example of this is the
classic, professionally built, "l eg of mutton" rigged Swampscott dory.
This design originated as a New England fishing boat but by 1910 it
had become one of New Englandls most popular pleasure craft.
The history of one particular classic small craft, the canoe,
reflects trends in recreational boating in general and follows
closely the history of use of traditional working small craft. At a
time when parts of the United States were still frontier, the
cruising canoe was used by sportsmen for exploration. In 1880, the
American Canoe Association (which this past summer celebrated its one-
hundredth anniversary) was founded. John Henry Rushton, a charter
member, was to become one of the most noted designers and builders of
canoes ~ particularly cedar canoes. Atwood Manley reflects his study,
Rushton and His Times In American Canoeing, on the growth and demise
of the interest in recreational canoeing during the period from
around 1850 to the early twentieth century. During the period from
1876-1896 Rushton prospered as Americans increasingly were able to
engage in water r ecr eat ion both as club members and as individuals.
A small boat was then as cornman as the family car is today. The
decline in the popUlarity of the canoe and other recreational rowing
and sailing craft was due to the development of several new forms of
recreation particularly the bicycle (which was accepable for use on
liThe Lord's Day" disguised as practical transportation).? Other
threats to the popularity of the canoe included tennis, golf. and
9yachting. Americans diversified their recreational activ~ties.
Although thirty years earlier canoeing had been a way of life to
many, by 1900 "it was little more than a pleasant pasttime" and this
was before the arrival of its most serious rival, the autornobile. 8
As the gasoline · engine further contributed to the demise of the
classic small working craft, so did it contribute to the waning
interest in the canoe and other rowing and sailing recreational small
craft. Existing working and recreational boats alike were abandoned
and it is feared that many types have disappeared without record.
Interest, however, never completely disappeared and during the first
quarter of the twentieth century "Amer i cans realized that these
watercraft deserved to be cher is hed and preserved". 9
At this point a core of literature produced by the designer-his-
torian, Howard I. Chapelle, actually rekindled the interest in small
craft and saved many from disappearing. John Gardner, himself a
scholar, boatbuilder, and Curator of Small Craft at the Mystic Seaport
Museum in Connecticut, is of the opinion that "Chapa11 e did more than
any other American to rescue the classic boat l1 • 10 It is to both
Chapelle and Gardner's cr-edit that many of these boats were saved
from oblivion and given a second chance to serve.
In the 1930·s, Chapelle published several articles on classic
workboats. These were followed in 1941 by his classic boatbuilding
treatise Boatbuilding: A Complete Handbook of Wooden Boat
Construction which is still in print. A decade later this was
followed by American Small Sailing Craft which was intended to
10
encourage construction by amateurs and presents a wealth of
historical information on many classic boat types. 11
In the 1950 1s, L. Francis Herreshoff wrote a series of articles
in 'Rudder" Magazine all on classic construction techniques. These
contributions added to the work done by Chapelle ten years earlier.
Since 1951, John Gardner in numerous articles and several books
has continued Chapel leis pioneering work. He is responsible for
preserving both the lines and the histor.y of several classic craft
among them the Saint Lawrence River Skiff and the Whitehall.
Further, it is Gardner who during the eleven years he has served as
Small Craft Curator has aggressively molded a training program for
amateur boatbuilders and influenced the growth of the Museum's
collection of representative craft.
Like Chapelle before him, Gardner writes with the amateur
boatbuilder in mind, feeling that the modest cost of a "horne" built
small craft should keep it within the reach of most people with an
average income and a cellar or backyard to work in. Gardner has gone
further in simplifying the bUilding of the many different boats of
which he has written by describing these procedures step by step. In
Building Classic Small Craft, he presents a brief history and details
of the construction of twenty-four different vessels. In a forty
page Appendix entitled "Notes on Boatbuilding Methods" he details
some more basic procedures and discusses tools, glues, plywood, etc.,
some "nuts and bolts" information. It is the first, most authoritive
11
treatment of lapstrake or lI cl i nker " construction ever written for the
12
amateur.
In The Dory Book, a compiliation of his articles and lectur-es
which spanned many years, twenty-seven different dories are examined
and detailed for construction. The value of both volumes is
heightened by Gardner's scholarly writing and keen historic insight
which compliment his thirty years experience as a master builder and
make these books outstanding contributions to the literature on
classic American small craft. It is evident that Gardner is equally
concerned with recording and detailing the skills of the art of boat-
building as he is with preserving examples of the craft themselves.
Though not so much directed toward the technical aspects of
amateur .const ruct i on of sma 11 craft, the boo ks of R. D. Cull er are an
important contribution to the literature on the current classic
American small craft. Writing much more from his own experience than
from the point of view of a historian, Culler anecdotes the way
things used to be and his descriptive appreciation of small craft
boating enrich the pages between his many des;gns. 13
The popularity and growing number of publications on the types,
uses, and construction techniques of various traditional small craft
reflects, a broader "back-to-basics ll trend for people in our
industrialized society to seek simplified. more esthetic forms of
recreation. Further, the growth of the small craft movement
expresses the reviving cultural appreciation of quality and
craftsmanship. This may take the form of creating objects of beauty
-,
12
and utility or finding and resurrecting them from a country auction.
It is on the crest of this cultural movement which promotes natural
over synthetic and humanization over industrialization that the small
craft movement is riding. The return to classic small craft whether
it takes the form of bUilding, restoring, buying new or just admiring
should not be surprising. urn a way it is part of a trend back to
simpler, saner, more natural ways of liv;ng. u14
13
FOOTNOTES: Chapter One
1 John Gardner, "Small Craft Tradition in North American
Maritime Museums," The Lo g of the Mystic Seaport 31 (Surrmer 1979): 52.
2 Paul Lipke, Plank On Frame (Maine: International Marine
publishing Company, 1981), p. 9.
3 Time-Life Books, ed., The Classic Boat, with a forward by
John Gardne~ (Virginia: Time-Life Library of Boating, 1977), p. 8.
4 John Gardner, Bu ildi n9 Cl ass i c Small Craft (Maine: Inter-
national Marine Publishlng Company), p. 5.
5 Howard I. Chapelle, American Small Sailing Craft (New York:
W. W. Norton &Co., 1951), p. 3.
6 Time-Life, The Classic Boat, p. 9.
7 Atwood Manley, Rushton and His Times in American Canoeing(New York: Syracuse Unlvers1ty Press, 1968), p. 131.
8 Ibid., p, 133.
9 Time-Life, The Classic Boat, p. 9.
10 Ibi d.
11 Howard I. Chapelle Boatbuilding: A Complete Handbook of
Wooden Boat Construction ~New York: W. W. Norton &Company, 1941).
12 Gardner, Building Classic Small Craft.
13 R. D. Cu 11 er, Sk iffs and Schooners (Mai ne: Internat iana1
Marine Publishing Company, 1974).
R. D. Culler, Boats, Oars, and Rowing (Maine: International
Marine Publishing Company, 1978).
14 Time-Life, The Classic Boat, p. 11.
CHAPTER II
Indications of Scope of Current Interest
in Traditional Small Craft
The increased interest in traditional small craft is observable
in several different sectors: the growth and popularity of maritime
museums~ publications~ and organizations specializing in classic boat
construction, maintenance~ and use.
Museums
Examination of the recent history of maritime museums has
centered on (a) the collection of representative small craft hulls
and (b) the development of -educational programs including apprentice-
shops, outreach programs, etc.
The first collection of actual examples of watercraft, rather
than scaled down models, was made by the Mariners' Museum in Newport
News~ Virginia. In 1932 fifty-eight small craft were put on display.
By 1950, the collection numbered eighty-five. This was an important
first step toward the survival of what one authority has referred to
as "repos i torl es of unique technical infonnation (which are)
irreplaceable historic documents and objects of folk art u • 1 This
stood as the countries most impressive collection for over two
decades.
15
From its inception in 1929 until 1950, the Mystic Seaport Museum
had acquired only a small collection of fourteen boats. However, the
museum underwent dramatic change during the next decade. By 1959,
there were fifty-three small vessels and another fifty-three were
added by 1970. As impressive as this collection of 106 craft was,
during the 1970·5 an additional 109 small craft were very selectively
added. Care has been taken to expend the Museum's limited space and
energies on authentic craft and not to duplicate vessels already in
the collection. Many are displayed in the same condition in which
they were acquired. Some are carefully restored. Eventually each
craft will be measured and drawn to produce lines plans and tables of
offsets needed for construction, thus producing a permanent, accurate
historical record. These lines are then added to the large collection
of plans which the Museum offers for sale.
The Curatorial Department began selling plans around 1960 and now
has available to the public the technical drawings and tables of
offsets for eighty-three small craft. Present estimates for the
number of sets of plans sold for each craft 1s between three and four
thousand. Especially popular are the plans of the craft which can be
observed under construction in the "Small Boat Shopl' in the Museum.
Presumably these are used as study plans. When visitors see a peapod
being built, for instance, many of those plans are sold compared to
plans of other boats. 2
Presently the Mystic Museum has a collection of 250 small craft
maki ng it the 1arqest depos i tory of small craft in North Amer i ca.
16
This total ;s approximately one-quarter of the total number of
traditional small craft in all museum collection. As the space for
housing of the permanent exhibits is limited, most of these craft are
stored in two large sheds which abut the museum grounds. These sheds
are opened twice yearly to the public during the Small Craft Weekends
of the Winter and Summer seasons.
The awakening of interest in traditional small craft which was
begun in the 1970's provided the Mystic staff with an impetus to
further stimulate an interest in this area. 3
John Garner came to Mystic as the Curator of Small Craft in 1970.
He was brought to the Museum because of his experience as a teacher
and as a master boatbuilder with thirty years experience. His great
zeal for program development has made him influential in changing the
trad it i ona1 .. preservat i on II role of the museum to one of transmi ss i on
of traditional boatbuilding skills and knowledge. 4 The
entertainment of the visitors is, therefore, seen as only a part of
the function of the maritime museum. Gardner summarizes this
philosophy as follows:
Exhibits in and out of the water, and there should be
both kinds, are merely the bait. The aim is to excite
desire in the viewer to have such a boat for himself.
Once he is caught, the museum stands ready to provide
plans for bUilding, information about materials, and
too~s~ and instruction in boatbuilding if he requires
it.
In addition to providing information~ boatbuilding and tool sharpening
classes for "t he amateur were begun. The Sunvner and Winter "Small
17
Craft Weekends" which include tours~ workshops, lectures and in the
summer regattas were developed.
By the June 1980 regatta, upwards of 100 boats were registered.
No less than fifty-four of these craft were built ·by their owners
which indicate that many small craft enthusiasts are amateur
craftsmen. Another thirteen craft were registered to various
boatbuilding shops. The remainder were professionally built and
brought by their present owners.
It is estimated that 10 percent of those who take boatbuilding
classes or buy plans from the Mystic Seaport Museum eventually will
commence and complete a craft. Yet, interest in the boatbuilders
skills, demonstrated by the waiting list to be admitted to the class,
is very high. This interest no doubt is stimulated by the realiza-
tion that there ;s no inexpensive way to enjoy boating. Even bUilding
a wooden craft is costly when t~e inflated costs of tools and
materials are considered. Building is, however, much less costly
than purchasing a professionally built craft.
Gardner sees changes in the population of people who are
interested in either buildings or owning small classic boats as a
result of the pressures of a recession economy. He believes that the
blue collar and lower income workers who once were included among
those who could participate in this ~e l at i v e l y inexpensive form of
recreation are being effectively eliminated. White collar and
professional workers constitute the largest proportion of new
part i ci pants in the sma 11 craft movement in his experience. It is a
18
"depressed and depression" mentality.6 The students attending
building classes who are not "well heeled" soon learn that small
craft boating which was once available to almost anyone is now, for
the most part, out of their reach.
As well as the predominance of white collar and professional
workers, retired people are participating in small craft ~ctivities
at the Mystic Museum. Frequently, Gardner feels that these people
are seeking a gentle, relatively economical form of exercise which
brings back memories of their childhoods when boating was so common.
Several other maritime museums are in Eastern United States
besides the two described above. In total there are approximately
1000 boats pr,eserved. Notable collections exist in the Adirondack
Museum, the Bath Marine Museum (founded in 1963 in Bath, Maine), the
Thousand Island Museum (founded in 1964), and the Chesapeake Bay
Maritime Museum (founded in 1965).7 The interest in museums
featuring small craft has begun to spread to the West Coast where one
is in the planning stages in Seattle, Washington.
Maritime Associations
In addition to the growth in the number and sizes of maritime
museums, increased interest has been demonstrated in the numbers of
small craft associations and their membership.
The Traditional Small Craft Association was established in 1976
by a small group of enthusiasts to preserve tne history, skills and
use of traditional small craft.8 It now has 628 active members in
19
five chapters. Communication within and between the chapters is
f ac i1 itated by a quarter 1y news 1etter, "The As h Bree ze" . Th is
newsletter is usually twelve to fifteen pages long and has articles
on pertinent Coast Guard regulations, meetings, news from around the
country, design, and construction.
One of the oldest extant small craft organizations is the
American Canoe Association (ACA) which was founded in 1880 and seeks
to preserve the rivers and str.eams and promote the sport of
canoeing. The ACA has 5,000 members in thirteen different chapters.
Other canoe associations include the Balmy Beach Canoe Association
(75 years old), the Mohawk Canoe Club, the Minnesota Canoe Associa-
tion, the United States Canoe Association (founded in 1968 with
present membership of 2000. Similarly, it is difficult to estimate
with accuracy the percentage of traditionally constructed canoes in
these associations. Each association publishes newsletters or
bUlletins; other more informal associations exist without formal
record.
Of the eight rowing clubs which are listed in the Encyclopedia of
Associations, three were founded before the turn of the century and
two more before 1945. These clubs, therefore, had a history of use
of traditionally constructed wooden craft though for the purpose of
intercollegiate or international competition, fiberglass craft are
probably used exclusively.
The National Association of Amateur Oarsmen was founded during
the height of interest in the sport of rowing in 1872. It now has
20
6,000 individual members and 250 member rowing clubs. These 250
clubs are small informal groups and include some larger university
groups.
In 1975, the Traditional Wooden Boat Society was founded to help
perpetuate the heritage of skills and integrity embodied in wooden
boats. In addition to holding regular meetings, regattas and
publishing a bi-monthlY journal, this society conducts research on
regional types of small craft and sponsors the wooden boat show on
Lake Union in Seattle.
Because of the largely informal, recreational nature of
traditional small craft associations, the exact number of clubs and
their membership cannot be calculated. It is obvious, however, that
it is substantial and represents various geographic regions and
different uses of traditional small craft. John Gardner has
estimated that during the peak of interest in rowing before the
development of the gasoline engine, in 1870, there were 237 clubs in
North Eastern United States and Canada with a total of 11,000 members.
At the present time active participation may equal or even exceed
those which would represent a substantial rebirth of interest.
Publications
Two magazines with national circulations are of interest in this
analysis of the classic small craft: WooQenboat and the Small Boat
Journal. The Small Boat Journal has been in existance for only two
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years and had a circulation of 30,000 copies in 1981~ which grew a
9year later to 39~OOO.
The emphasis which this journal places on traditional small
craft, as defined in this study, bears examination as it may indicate
renewed pUblic interest in these vessels. Specifically, the Small
Boat Journal is dedicated to the interests of skippers, builders~ and
designers of boats constructed of various materials which are under
thirty feet in length. Finding, restoring, maintaining, and using a
craft is emphasized rather than favoring only traditional wooden
craft. Both quality and economics are issues with which the Small
Boat Journal deals. There is, in fact, a section in every issue
entitled ItFine Boatbuilding, Maintenance, and Repair ll • These
articles are written in response to the difficult economic times and
attempt. to encourage readers to enjoy II small II craft boating in a
fashion which they can afford.
As an example~ a series of articles was recently begun dealing
with the i dent ifi cati on and resurrecti on of i nexpens i ve II anti ques" •
In the two most recent issues traditional small craft were subject of
a large proportion of the feature articles. IO In issue Number 22
(Dec. 1982) four of the nine articles concerned traditional small
craft. In issue Number 23 there were three such articles. This
represents a major commitment to the small cr.afts and presumably
meets the needs of a significant proportion of the Journal's
readership.
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Of all the publications dealing with this topic the most prominent
and widely circulated is unquestionably Woodenboat Magazine. This bi-
monthly publication has grown from an average printing of 8,000 per
issue in 1975 to 75,000 in 1982. This is, indeed, an impressive
increase which tends to substantiate the creation of a broad based
interest in small classic wooden boats which extend far beyond the
relatively small number of people who eventually may end up building
or owning such a vessel.
In the first eight issues of Woodenboat, thirteen articles on
small craft wer.e printed (1974-1976). From 1977 to 1978, seventeen
such articles were printed. During the following two years there
were twenty-seven, representing a 62 percent increase over the
previous two year period.
The success of Wooden boat may ~ell r~flect the editorls accurate
accessement of the interests of their readers. In October, 1979,
Wooden boat conducted a survey of its subscribers. Of the almost one
thousand questionnaires which were randomly distributed over various
geographic regions, 469 were returned and analyzed. (Appendix A)
This represents a return rate of nearly 50 percent. As a response
rate between 5 percent and 8 percent return for mailed questionnaires
is considered average, it is evident that the interest in this topic
is very high. Unfortunately, data obtained f~om the survey following
initial tabulation was not kept for extensive analysis. Had it· been
available, much useful information pertinent to this study could have
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been derived. Despite this, the Woodenboat survey data does suggest
some interesting trends.
The survey data indicates that the readers of this publication
are predominantly college educated, middle aged males whose average
income is about $33,000. The average value of the boat(s) owned is
$19,500 for the 406 respondants who own boats.
Of the fifteen most widely read articles, those dealing with
small craft are among the most popular holding positions one, five,
nine and ten. When asked how many boats they owned, the following
responses were given:
none.
one • .
two . •
three .
four.
five or more.
..•13 percent
.34 percent
.29 percent
.. 14 percent
. . 5 percent
. 5 percent
This suggests that a sizeable proportion of the readership are
actively engaged in boating even discounting the fact that boatowners
are, in all probability over-represented in the sample. In all, 722
boats were owned by the respondents. Of these, 27 percent were
twelve feet long or less and 69 percent ranged from twelve to
seventeen and one-half feet. It is common for even the smallest
cruising boat to carry a tender and so for those who claimed
ownership of more than one boat at least one ;s likely to be tender.
However, the large proportion of respondents who own boats from
twelve to seventeen likely includes small craft other than tenders as
these are too large to be practical. Unfortunately, the analysis
conducted by the editorial staff of Woodenboat did not compare
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multiple boat ownership by the sizes of vessels owned. Despite this,
it is reasonable to expect that many of the multiple boat owners (53
percent of the respondents) would be unable or unwilling to afford
more than one large cruising vessel and are likely to have small
craft which either serve as tenders or have other specific uses.
This assumption is supported by the question dealing with the esti-
mated value of their vessel{s). For 38 percent of the respondents,
this value is estimated to be $5,000 or less. Similarly, 27 percent
of the respondents estimate a value range from $5,000 to $15,000.
Though the lack of data precludes statistical analysis, there is an
identifiable though unquantifiable trend which supports the
contention that Wooden boat readers have a major interest in "small
traditional craft.
The need for printed materials on the history, use, and
construction, of traditional small craft has resulted in the
publication of many new manuscripts, monographs and reports. The
single largest publisher of marine titles is the "International
Marine Publishing Compeny" of Camden, Maine. Of the 88 titles
currently in print, 17 percent focus directly on traditional small
craft. Additional volumns concern general boatbuilding techniques,
and design would also be of interest to the small craft enthusiast.
Between 1973 and 1977, only one small craft volume was published each
year. In 1978, there were four with one in 1979, five in 1980, and
one in 1981.
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To a large exten~, it is the author and not the publisher who
controls the availability of manuscripts, nonetheless it is the
publisher- who will print the books for which the largest market can
be anticipated. A commitment to small craft of 17 percent of all
boat and market related topics is substantial.
A final phenomenon which helps define the scope and social context
of the revival of interest in the traditional small craft movement is
the recent recognition of a finely built traditional craft" as an
object of folk art.
The Natlonal Endowment on the Arts, long a sponsor of the fine
and performing arts has recently expanded its activities beyond
traditional areas to include projects on urban waterfronts. One such
grant was offered to the Mystic Seaport Museum to support one-half of
the publishing costs of the Watercraft Collection in which the
history, use, and construction of each of the boats in the Mystic
Museum is explored. Gardner, in a recent statement, may have
summarized this renewed interest in traditional wooden craft best
when he stated that these vessels were as Il ar t f ul ly constructed as a
violin yet enduring enough to last over a lifetime of strenous
use" •11
This recognition of traditional small craft as objects of folk
art is evident on a local basis. The Newport Art Association located
on Bellevue Avenue in Newport, Rhode Island, held a five week exhibit
in December, 1980 exclusively for paintings, photographs, and
drawings of traditiona l wooden boats ~ Five small craft were also on
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display. Opening ceremonies included comments on the artistry of
wooden boat construction and design by Halsey Herreshoff, yacht
designer and builder. One of the craft on display was a "Columbia"
yacht tender designed in 1896 by his grandfather, the famous
Nathaniel Herreshoff. Comments made by those attending the exhibit
to this researcher indicated that they were generally impressed with
,the purity of lines, the juxtaposition of textures and colors and the
elements of enduring craftsmanship which they observed.
It is this beauty and enduring craftsmanship which raises what is
seen by the Traditional Small Craft Association as the key to the
revival of interest in traditional small craft: quality.
Traditional small craft make people aware of quality
as an issue: they are the catalysts for social change.
Beauty, ecology. "funness "; and historical importance--
the entire tradition of Qual12y--are simply contribu-
ting elements of that force.
Quality is a central issue which the cultural changes of the past
decade have evolved. The pursuit of quality has promoted a departure
from a spectator mentality and caused large numbers of people to
improve their health and hence the quality of their lives with regular
exercise. This pursuit of quality is a reaction to the predominance
of manufactured items in our society. It has motivated many to
become actively involved in the creation or acquisition of objects of
beauty and uti ~ity. From attendance at a country auction to jogging
down city street. people are resisting the conformity and uniformity
which an industrialized society can promote.
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Whether the catalyst for, or a reflection of social change, the
revival of interest ;n traditional small craft is real and
substantial and surely constitutes an indicator of these changing
values and economic priorities.
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CHAPTER III
Analysis of Survey Results
Interest in traditional small craft has been revived substantially
during the past decade. The major hypothesis of this research can be
stated in general terms as follows: interest in traditional small
craft is reflective of much broader socia-economic trends which
include such disparate activities as gardening, collection and restor-
ing of antiques, the growing popularity of health foods, jogging, etc.
The primary objective of this section is to describe the nature of
interest in the construction, maintenance, and use of traditional
classic small vessels. The value of this type of research may be felt
in two areas. Information about the motivations of the people profes-
sing an interest in small classic boats will have practical value to
the growing number of business ventures which have been started
dealing with small wooden boats. The second value concerns the role
of the small craft revival as a cultural expression in the 1980's.
During the Winter and Fall of 1980, three surveys were made of
potential small craft enthusiasts to identify interests of people
with a general interest in boating or small classic craft. The three
surveys were drawn from members and participants of the following
three organizations and events
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1. Attendants at the Winter t 1980 t Small Craft Weekend at the
Mystic Seaport Museum
2. Members of the Ida Lewis Yacht Club in Newport t R.I.
3. Members of the Newport Yacht Club in Newport t R.I.
The "Small Craft Weekend ll is a bi-annual event at the Mystic
Seaport Museum in Mystic t Connecticut. Its purpose is to bring
together small craft enthusiasts as well as to expose those who are
unfamiliar with boats to the their beauty and use. In addition to
the tours and workshops offered during these weekends, two larg~
storage sheds full of classic small craft which are not usually on
exhibit are opened to the public. This is heralded as the primary
regional event for the public interested in these craft.
The visitors to this event are of special interest to the
researcher interested in learning aqout the motivations which underlie
the revival of popularity of traditional small craft. Amateur and
professional boatbuilders have an opportunity to photogragh and study
the methods of construction of these craft as well as to compare the
designs and forms of construction as testimonials to their endurance
over years of use. The vessels in storage are each described with
all available data (date constructed and by whom, past owners and
predominant use to which the vessel was put, when it was acquired by
the Museum t as well as any restorative work done by the Museum). The
availability of these boats provide the historian t social scientist,
craft9nan and knowledgeable individuals with a unique opportunity to
inspect and study the many stored small craft.
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As many of the craft on display are suitable for use as yacht
tenders, the serious cruising boat owner may attend to study these in
order to choose one for construction or purchase. Further, it is
1ike1y that some part i ci pants in the uWi nter Sma11 Craft Weekendu are
craftsmen of various types who come as observers to be exposed to the
many examples of boats with which he has had little or no experience.
The parti ci pants in the IlWi nter Sma 11 Craft Weedend ll "are
distinguished from the members of the two yacht clubs who were also
surveyed. These subsamples are all boat owners though a sizeable
number perhaps the majority of these boats are made of more modern
construction materials.
The Ida Lewis Yacht Club has a reputation of catering especially
to the wealthier Newport resident. Besides being one of the oldest
yacht clubs in the country, its very location at the perimeter of the
II sunmer ccttaqe" colony almost guaranteed its popu1arity amon 9
Newport IS wealthy. Many of the homes on IITen Mi 1e Dri veil, the
preferred tourist route for viewing the Newport mansions, are the
~ailing addresses of Club members. If the resurgence of interest in
small craft ;s determined on an economic basis, the survey data from
a sampling of Ida Lewis Yacht Club members would insure a proportion
of wealthier respondents.
The membership of the Newport Yacht Club represents a broader
cross section of the Newport population. The inclusion of the three
samples are representative of important components of the population
which may be intere~ted in acquiring small wooden boats. Comparative
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analysis of the responses may reveal some of the underlying factors
likely to influence the propensity to purchase small craft. Thus, if
Newport's yachting public is demonstrating interest in small craft
boating, it will be reflected in the survey responses.
Newport is an epicenter of yachting interest on the East Coast.
The harbor is filled with many hundreds of moorings and many more
boat owners are on a wa i ti ng 1ist for a moor; ng. It shaul d be noted,
however, that not every boat in the harbor is represented by yacht
club membership.
The surveys (a copy of which is in Appendix B) were distributed
as follows. This researcher attended the Winter Mystic Small Craft
weekend in 1980 and distributed one-hundred blank surveys with a
brief description and a return envelop to each visitor who would
accept one. This was done in the various storage sheds and exhibit
areas throughout the Seaport.
Several months later, in November, 1980, one-hundred of the same
survey with a cover letter and a return envelop were mailed to Ida
Lewis Club members and one-hundred to the members of the Newport
Yacht Club. Names were chosen at random from membership rosters.
One month was allowed to elapse to insure the respondents a
reasonable amount of time to complete and return the questionnaire.
Following coding, key punching, verification~ the data set was
analyzed using the Statistical Analysis System at the University of
Rhode Island Academic Computer Center.
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Several statistical tests can be used to test for statistical
significance among the three populations, but before it may be useful
to briefly describe the "average" respondent for each of the three
sub-populations. A significance level of .05 will be used in all
b t 1 · 1su sequen ana YS1S.
Several variables were cast against the three sample sites to
determine if the three populations could reasonably be considered to
be drawn from the same population. When casting age against sample
site, highly significant differences were evidenced whicW suggests
that the age structure of the respondents attending the Mystic Seaport
Winter Weekend differed considerably from the membership of the two
yacht clubs. (Table 1) Probably not unexpectedly, the membership
age profile of both yacht clubs was considerably older compared to
the age of the attendants to the Mystic Seaport.
Table 1 A Comparison of Populations by Age of Survey Respondant:
Actual and Expected Values and Cell Chi Square
Frequency
Expected 35 years 36-50 51 years Total
Cell Chi Square
38 23 10 71
Mystic 24.5 26.9 19.6
7.5 0.6 4.7
12 24 18 54
Newport 18.6 20.5 14.9
Yacht Cl ub 2.4 0.6 0.6
10 19 20 49
Ida Lewi s 16.9 18.6 13.5 .
Yacht Club 2.8 0.0 3.1
Total 60 66 48 174
Chi Square 22.266 OF = 4 Probabi1 ity =.01
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Ther.e were thirty-eight people from Mystic who were thirty-five
years or younger where only 24.5 were expected in this category. The
cell chi square of 7.5 represents almost one-third of the chi square
for this comparison. For the older categories, i.e., fewer respon-
dents in the Mystic sample fell in this category than would have been
expected had all samples been drawn from the same population.
The'largest proportion of Newport Yacht Club members (45 percent)
are found in the middle age range of thi nty-six to fifty. There were
four fewer in this category than were expected. In the younger
categories there were six fewer than were expected whereas in the
oldest age category, there were three more than were expected.
The membership of the Ida Lewis Yacht Club is predominantly
middle-aged. The differences between the expected and observed is
the largest in the older than fifty category. In the middle-age
range, the actual and expected number were essentially equal but for
the younger age category there were seven fewer than were expected.
(Table 1) In summary, Mystic was characterized by a significantly
younger population with Newport Yacht Club and Ida Lewis Yacht Club
represented by a decidedly older population.
A comparison of populations by occupation is also interesting.
Occupations of the respondents were divided into four general gr-oups
(Table 2). Where the ' respondents were cast against sample locations,
similar results were in evidence, which tends to support the previous
tentative conclusion that significant differences exist among the
three samples. Specifically nearly ten more blue and six more white
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collar respondents wer-e identified in the Mystic sample than would be
expected under a random distribution.
Among the Newport Yacht Club members, the smallest occupation
category was the blue collar workers (five fewer than were expected)
and the largest was white collar workers with twenty people (3.5 more
than were expected). The largest proportion of Newport Yacht Club
members surveyed were white collar and professionals (39 percent and
37 percent respectively). The greatest discrepancy between expected
and observed and the greatest contribution to the table chi square
was made up of the blue collar workers.
Table 2 A Comparison of Populations by Occupation of Survey
Respondants: Actual and Expected Values and Cell Chi Square
Frequency
Expected Blue White Prof Retired Total
Cell Chi Square
22 27 16 1 66
Mystic 12.1 21. 3 25.9 6.7
8.1 1.5 3.8 4.8
4 20 19 8 51
Newport 18.6 20.5 14.9
Yacht Club 2.4 0.6 0.6
3 4 27 41
Ida Lewi 5 7.5 13.2 16.1 4.2
Yacht Cl ub 2.7 6.4 7.4 2.0
Total 29 51 62 16 158
Chi Square 42.164 DF = 6 Probabi l i ty = .01
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The Ida Lewis Yacht Club population had fewer blue and white
collar workers and not surprisingly many more professionals than were
expected. There are twenty-seven in the professional category where
only sixteen were expected. So, several conclusions can be drawn
from the above table which tend to collaborate the previously drawn
supposition. The Mystic population was made up of a greater number
of blue collar workers, the Newport Yacht Club members are more
likely to be white collar workers and the professional occupations
are held in the largest numbers by the Ida Lewis members. (Table 2)
Because of this it might be expected that the expense of a hand-
crafted vessel would make Ida Lewis members more likely to own
traditional small craft. This is, however, not the case. In fact,
based on the analysis it is suggested that it is the Mystic population
which owns small wooden craft in the largest numbers. Thirty-six
respondents indicated ownership of these craft where only twenty-one
were expected. The cell chi square contribution of 10.8 represents
more than one-third of the total chi square for this analysis. In
the Newport Yacht Club population there were five fewer traditional
small craft owners than were expected. Ida Lewis members were
actually least likely to own these vessels and made the second
largest cell contribution to the table chi square. (Table 3)
The following analysis of the survey responses of the three
populations will clarify the motivations which promote interest, one
obvious indicator is ownership, another is interest and involvement
in the small craft movement. In the final chapter the information
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Table 3 A Comparison of Population by Ownership of Cruising Vessel:
Actual and Expected Values and Cell Chi Square
Frequency
Expected yes no
Cell Chi Square
36 37
Mystic 21.0 52.0
10.8 4.3
10 43
Newport Yacht 15.2 37.8
Club 1.8 0.7
4 44
Ida Lewis Club 13.8 34.2
7.0 2.8
Total 50 124
Chi Square 27.37 OF = 2
Total
73
53
48
174
Probability = .01
which has been gleaned from the data regarding motivations to obtain
or build a small craft will be applied to each of the three
populations surveyed.
If identifiable motivations for entering the growing population
of traditional small craft enthusiasts do exists, the examination of
several sub-hypotheses will help define them thus clarifying the
position of the traditional small craft movement in the changing
socia-economic structure.
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Perception of Respondants as Craftsmen
It is hypothesised that there is a statistically significant
difference between those who either describe themselves as craftsmen
or those who already own or plan to purchase a traditional small
craft, and those who do not presently own or have any plan to own a
traditional small craft.
A comparison of those who presently own traditional small craft
and those who describe the~selves as craftsmen yields significant
results. Thirty-five of those who own these boats (78 percent)
consider themselves craftsmen which is seven more than were
expected. Only ten who own small wooden craft did not describe
themselves as craftsmen (seven fewer than were expected). (Table 4)
Table 4 A Comparison of Present Ownership of a Small Craft by
Perception of Respondent as a Craftsman : Actual and
Expected Values and Cell Chi Square
Frequency Craftsman
Expected yes no Total
Cell Chi Square
Ownership 35 10 45
Yes 28.2 16.8
1.7 2.8
62 48 110
No 68.8 41.2
0.7 1.1
Total 97 58 155
Chi Square 6.25 OF = 1 Probability = .01
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Dislike for the regular maintenance was given as the principal
reason for the 65 percent who had no interest in acquiring a classic
small craft. (Table 5) The comparison between the intent to obtain
a traditional craft or not is highly significant except that the chi
square sparcity criterion was involved. 2 Though Table 5 must be
viewed with some caution, it does bear examination. One who enjoys
working with wood may be less likely to object to sanding, painting,
varnishing, etc., all the more common activities required to maintain
a wooden boat.
Table 5 A Comparison of a Plan to Purchase a Small Craft by
Reason for Not Wanting to Own a Traditional Small
Craft: Actual and Expected Values and Cell Chi Square
Reason
Frequency
Expected
Ce 11 Chi Square
Yes
No
Total
too
costly
5
0.8
20.6
4
4.2
2.1
9
di s1ike
mat ntenance
2
4.3
1.2
44
41. 7
0.1
46
prefer to
observe
a
1.4
1.4
19
13.6
0.1
15
primarily
interested
in crafts-
manship
o
0.5
0.5
5
4.5
0.0
5
Total
7
68
75
Chi Square 26.133 OF = 3 Probability = .01
Of the forty-four people who plan to purchase small wooden boats,
thirty-six or 82 percent are craftsmen. This is eleven more than
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would be expected and represents a large potential contribution to
the business that builds these boats. (Table 6) Among those who do
not plan to purchase a traditional small craft, the correlation is in
the opposite direction as there were fewer than the expected number
who were craftsmen. The perception of maintenance is raised again in
Table 6. Only 16 percent of non-craftsmen claim plans to purchase a
traditional small craft. A very small percentage of those who dislike
maintenance nonetheless plan to purchase such a boat. This should be
contrasted with the cell indicating no plans for acquiring a classic
craft and the perceived dislike associated with its maintenance.
There can be little doubt that this is one of the major problems
facing the promotion of classic wooden craft. To some extent the
maintenance problem may appear exagerated as far less effort is
Table 6 A Comparison of Survey Respondants Plan to Purchase a
Small Craft by Respondants as a Craftsman: Actual and
Expected Values and Cell Chi Square
Frequency
Expected
Cell Chi Square
y~
No
Craftsman
yes no
36 8
25.2 18.8
4.6 6.2
31 42
41.8 31.2
2.8 3.7
Total
44
73
Total
Chi Square
67 50 117
17.372 OF = 1 Probability = 0.01
-...
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required to maintain a small wooden boat than is generally believed.
There is little doubt that the promoter and researcher interested in
advancing the popularity of these craft must develop methods wHich
(a) reduce the adverse and sometimes incorrect information related to
wooden boat maintenance and (b) develop new methods and new materials
which will reduce the tedium of maintenance to a minimum.
It is likely that part of the enjoyment for a craftsman in owning
such a boat lies in properly maintaining it. At the very least, the
craftsman is less likely to actively dislike the maintenance
involved. Further, it is possible that their woodworking experience
allows them to more accurately assess the amount of work required.
In any event it is probably not surprising that a statistically
significant correlation exists between ownership and perception as a
craftsman. (Table 4)
Because of the expense of skilled labor and the number of hours
required to custom build, it was not expected that only nine
respondents thought that traditional craft were too costly. In fact,
only four of the nine would not buy such a craft because of
considerational cost. (Table 5) Data from the Wooden boat Magazine
survey indicates that 81 percent of the readership has a workshop
with 46 percent claiming it to be worth less than $1,000 and only 31
percent c1aimi ng a value of greater than $2.000. (Appendi x A) In
the year following the survey. 36.3 percent indicated plans to build
a boat, about half of whom intended to build a sma11 craft. Consider-
ing the cost of ~ools, it would be difficult to acquire the necessary
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hand and power tools to build a boat for less than $2.000 but. a boat
can be nicely maintained with a simpler toolchest. Unless the 17.5
percent who plan to build are among those 31 percent who have
workshops worth more than $2,000, they will find a need to acquire
more tools or run the risk of · d i s i l l u s ~ onment with the project before
it has been completed.
Intended Use of Small Craft as Related to Ownership or Plan to
Purchase a Traditional Small Graft
A second significant relationship is described below between
those who own or plan to purchase a traditional small craft and their
intended use. Though participants at the Mystic Small Craft Weekend
are exposed to non- tender uses (rowing and daysailing), it is
anticipated that traditional small craft are primarily used as
tenders and secondarily as pulling boats or daysailers.
For the purpose of this study, any boat which accompanies a
larger vessel for the purpose of bringing passengers to shore or
traveling within a harbor between boats will be considered at
tender. Though a tender may be rowed or sailed for recreation. its
primary function is utilitarian: a "water-taxi" for a larger boat.
No significant relationship was found between plans to purchase a
small wooden craft and the use to which the boat would be put. A
statistically significant difference between the function of a vessel
and those who own or plan to purchase traditional small craft ;s not
borne out by our analysis. Instead it is of interest that
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approximately three-quarters of all respondents reported the
principal use of their boat to be tenders.
Despite this~ an examination of the advertising pages of
Woodenboat magazine and the Small Boat Journal does not presently
indicate a response by wooden boatbuilders to a market for
traditional tenders. In the January~ 1982~ issue of Woodenboat, for
example, 23 of the 42 advertisements placed by builders were for
small craft. Of these~ 27 percent were for boats which were suitable
for use as tenders. The prof.it margin for a woodenboat shipyard is
small and expenses must be continuously monitored if there is to be
any profit whatever. These builders are placing advertisements for
boats for which they are reasonably confident that a market exists.
Therefore, for this issue of Woodenboat, 73 percent of the
advertising business saw a market for traditional small craft whose
design indicates its use as a pulling boat or a daysailer. •
Because so many boats which perform well for their intended uses
are inappropriately used as tenders, the length of a craft was used
primarily to classify it as a tender. A Whitehall. for example~ is
an exquisite pulling boat but tows poorly because of its long skeg
and plumb stem. Whitehalls are not infrequently seen in use as
tenders. However, a thirty to forty foot cruising boat would not use
a sixteen foot tender of any design and so its presumed use would be
as a pulling boat. The emphasis which boatbui1ders, through their
advertisements, place on non-tender small craft substantiates an
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inability to demonstrate a preference for using traditional small
craft as tenders by the boating public.
Occupation and Income as Determiners of Participation In the Small
Craft Movement
A third hypothesis which was tested addroesses the potential
relationship between occupation and income and participation in the
traditional small craft movement. In comparing "0wnershi p" to
"0ccupati on" and "P'l ans to purchase a class ic sma11 cr aft" to
"Occupation", highly significant results were obtained (.004 and .007
respecti vely). (Tables 7 and 8)
Table 7 A Comparison of Present Ownership of Small Craft and
Occupation of Survey Respondants: Actual and Expected
Values and Cell Chi Square
Frequency
Expected Blue White Prof. Retired Total
Cell Chi Square Call ar Co 11 ar
15 18 10 3 46
Yes 8.6 15.0 18.3 4.1
4.9 0.6 3.8 0.3
14 33 52 11 110
No 20.4 36.0 43.7
2.0 0.2 1.6
Total 29 51 62 14 156
Chi Square 13.48 OF ="3 Probabi~ity = .01
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Table 8 A Comparison of Occupation of Survey Respondants and Their
Plans to Purchase Small Craft: Actual and Expected Values
and Cell Chi Square
Frequency
Expected
Cell Chi Square
81 ue
Co 11 ar
White
Co 11 ar
Professional
Retired
Yes No
8 4
4.5 7.5
2.6 1.6
17 16
12.5 20.5
1.6 1.0
15 36
19.3 31. 7
1.0 0.6
2 13
5.7 9.3
2.4 1.4
Total
12
33
51
15
Tota1 42 69 111
Chi Square 12.23 DF = 3 Probability = .01
In both instances, however, these differences were in the opposite
direction from what was expected. That is, considering the expense
of acquiring a handcrafted small wooden boat, one may have expected
that these vessels were being acquired only by those relatively well
off, the white collar workers and the professionals who would be
better able to purchase a classic craft than the blue collar workers
or reti p-ed people. Exactly the opposite was the case.
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About two-thirds of the blue collar workers indicated eventual
plans to purchase a classic small craft. This was followed by the
white collar workers who plan to purchase at a rate of 52 percent.
(Table 7) The strong showing by blue collar workers may reflect a
naivety on the part of those with lesser incomes or~ alternately, a
more intense motivation to par.ticipate in traditional small craft
boating despite its cost. That is, nearly twice as many blue collar
workers indicated an interest in acquiring a small classic craft than
would be expected. Conversely, white collar workers and
professionals are more likely to reject ownership of the small wooden
boat as a viable alternative. The cell contribution of 3.8 for
professionals was the second highest in the table which tends to
substantiate both the data and the analysis. (Table 7)
These figures are partly supported by the ownership pattern of
classic small craft. Table 6 indicates that nearly twice as many
blue collar workers owned small classic craft as would be expected if
the ownership pattern had been randomly distributed across
occupations. These figures decline significantly for white collar
employees and are reversed for the professionals.
Those who have the resources to indulge themselves and have an
appreciation of boating might have been more likely to acquire a
traditional small craft. However~ the professionals, most of whom
would fall in the upper-middle income bracket owned far fewer as- a
group than would have been expected. (Table 7)
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A comparison of occupation to perception of ones self as a
craftsman indicates some tentative trends regarding the distribution
of small craft interest. Not surprisingly. more of the blue collar
workers perceived of themselves as craftsmen. Similarly, fewer of
the white collar workers and professionals saw themselves as
craftsmen than would be expected. Of the blue collar workers, 85
percent considered themselves craftsmen. The professionals and white
collar workers ranked next at approximately 58 percent each. The
retired were last with only 53 percent of the respondents considering
themselves as craftsmen. (Table 9) Since blue collar workers are
craftsmen in greater proportions and are also more likely to either
own, build, or buy a small craft, this category (craftsmen) appears
to be a more accurate indicator of small craft participation than is
occupation.
A more descriptive survey question would have directly asked for
the income of the respondents. Previous mailed and distributed
questionnaires have indicated a considerable reluctance by many
respondents to answer questions relating to income and other personal
characteristics such as age. In the interest of a high rate of
return, the question regarding income was eliminated and substituted
under occupation.
The comparison between occupation and intent to purchase a small
craft (Table 8) tends to substantiate previous findings. 80th blue
and white collar workers are more likely to express plans for
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Table 9 A Comparison of Occupation of Survey Respondants
To Perception of Themselves as Craftsmen: Actual
and Expected Values and Cell Chi Square
Frequency
Expected Yes No Total
Cell Chi Square
23 4 27
Blue 16.9 10.1
Collar 2.2 3.7
26 19 45
White 28.2 16.8
Call ar 0.2 0.3
35 25 60
Prof essi ana1 37.6 22.4
0.2 0.3
8 7 15
Retired 9.4 5.6
0.2 0.3
Total 92 55 147
Chi Square 7.345 OF = 3 Probability = .06
acquiring a small classic craft~ whereas the professionals and
retired show no such inclination. In fact~ the lowest ownership rate
of any occupation was for retired people. (Table 7) The overwhelming
majority of the retired do not have any plan to purchase a classic
small craft. either. (Table 8) This finding is at odds with
Gardner's contention at least so far as the retired are concerned.
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The lower than expected rate of retired people who perceive of
themselves as craftsmen (Table 9) is probably a contributing factor
in their low level of participation. More than 86 percent of retired
people surveyed had no plans to buy such a boat. (Table 8)
Although a strong relationship has been shown to exist between
occupat i on and part i ci pat ion .i n the sma11 craft movement, there are
still some relationships which need to be analyzed with age as the
dependent variable. Only 25 percent of those fifty-one years and
over had any plans to buy a small classic vessel. (Table 10) This
Table 10 A Comparison of Age of Survey Respondant to Plan
to Purchase a Small Craft: Actual and Expected
Values and Cell Chi Square
Frequency
Expected Yes No Total
Cell Chi Square
21 14 35
35 years 12.8 22.2
5.2 3.0
15 37 52
36-50 years 19 33
0.9 0.5
9 27 36
51 years 13.2 22.8
1.3 0.8
Total 45 78 123
Chi Square 11.70 OF = 2 Probabil ity = .01
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is the lowest percentage of any of the three age categories. With 60
percent of those in the youngest age category indicating plans to
purchase a small wooden craft, younger people are clearly more
participation oriented. Only thirteen were expected in this category
where there were actually twenty-one occurances. The difference
between the expected response is, therefore, quite high and accounts
for nearly half of the total table chi square of 11.69. (Table 10)
Conceivably, the older people who are visably interested in
classic craft at the Mystic weekends and in John Gardner's experience
are there as observers. They appreciate the effects and results but
may not have any concrete plans to participate in the construction or
acquisition of these vessels. Although this may appear quite
detrimental to the revival, one could argue that passive involvement
is an important as active participation. The older generation may be
more likely to support publications, make contributions to museums
and other such efforts.
Participation of Cruising Boat Owners in Small Craft Movement
A final trend which would assist in clarifying the relationship
of the traditional small craft movement and the changing soc;o-
economic structure will now be examined. It was expected that
present cruising boat owners would respond to the escalating expenses
of ownership and operation by indicating a reluctant willingness to
sell these large boats under certain circumstances. These people, it
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is hypothesized, would be likely to become new participants in the
small craft movement.
The expense of owning and operating a cruising boat has escalated
dramatically in recent years. As well as the cost of labor and
materials for maintenance, which on a larger boat can be quite
extensive, fees for dockage have increased between 30 percent and 40
percent during the past three year~ the Aquidneck Island marinas. A
10gica1 assumption is that with money tightening in all areas,
cruising boat owners might seek to reduce their recr eat ional
expenses. One possible way to do this is to become involved in small
craft boating. The expense associated with ownership and use would
be reduced substantially if the prospective boat owner build and/or
maintained the vessel himself. Yet, the enjoyment of recreational
boating on a different level would remain.
Occupation and present ownership of a traditional small craft
were compared with plans for maintaining larger cruising boats ~ In
other words, to what extent might current owners of cruising boats
contemplate I1trading down ll should their expense of maintenance and
use become a rea ~ financial burden? No significant conclusions were
derived from this analysis. It is of interest, however. that in the
sample, the largest proportion of responses for each of the
occupational categories was to "consider small craft an appealing
alternat i ve II (more than 50 percent in each case).
A comparison of plans to purchase a classic small craft and plans
for their cruising boats, however, yielded significant results at a
'-
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level of .02 but the sparsity criterion may effect the accuracy of
this test. (Table 11) Of those who plan to purchase a traditional
small craft, about 77 percent consider this type of boating to be an
appealing alternative to owning and using a cruising boat. Also, of
those not planning to buy a traditional craft, the largest proportion
of them (44 percent) answered that they would consider small craft an
appealing alternative. Only 21 percent of the cruising boat owners
would sell their boats and leave boating entirely where 15 percent
would keep the larger boat despite its cost. (Table 11) Presumably
these are the wealthier respondents, but since no income data was
collected this assertion can only be inferred indirectly.
Table 11 A Comparison of Survey Respondants Plan to Purchase a
Small Craft to Future Plan for Cruising Boat: Actual
and Expected Values and Cell Chi Square
Keep Keep 1arge
Frequency Consider large boat but
Expected Sell and craft an boat also own
Cell Chi leave appealing despite and use Total
Square boating alternative its cost small craft
1 17 1 3 22
Yes 8.6 15.0 18.3 4.1
4.9 0.6 3.8 0.3
13 20 9 3 45
No 9.4 24.9 6.7 4.0
1.4 0.9 0.8 0.3
Total 14 37 10 6 67
Chi Square 10.24 OF = 3 Prob ab il i ty .02
..........,
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This survey was sent to people with very diversified boating
tastes and interests; therefore, it is significant that those
surveyed who already own a crusing boat would consider traditional
small craft boating an appealing alternative. It is possible
alt~ough not likely that the recession will so adversely effect the
economic well being that some cruising boat ~ners would act on their
attraction to small craft and sell their more expensive cruising
boats.
Examination of the survey results substantiated two of the four
hypotheses which were analyzed. To a considerable extent these
hypotheses were formulated on the basis of personal experience as a
p~acticing boatbuilder/business manager and student of small classic
boats , Additional information came from conversations with several
boatbuilders, museum curators, and small craft association members.
One might assume that the evaluations of one boatbuilder of his own
small clientele or of the activity among his peers might be
inaccurate or misleading. The analysis of the survey responses from
the Ida Lewis and Newport Yacht Clubs was intended to test these
views on the larger bpating public.
Summary
This thesis has contributed to the definition of the interests
which motivate involvement in the small craft movement by boating
pub1ic as represented by the three sample popu1at ions. Passi blY the
inability to substantiate the opinions of the Mystic Museum curators
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comes from the local nature of the two yacht clubs sampled. The
question of geography was not specifically addressed. Though
sampling Ida Lewis and Newport Yacht Clubs was well suited for
crossing economic, occupational boundaries, it did nothing to reach
the interests of yachtsmen on the Great Lakes or the West coast. The
largest proportion of subscribers to the Small Boat Journal, for
example, is from North Carolina at 22.6 percent which is far beyond
the scope of this research.
It will remain for t~ose who could benefit most directly by a
detailed understanding of the motivators of interest in traditional
small craft to expand on the findings of this study: the publishers
of nationally distributed books and periodicals as well as the boat-
builders themselves. In a very practical way, these commercial enter-
prizes could more effectively direct their advertising money and
channel their energies to accommodate and develop the market for
traditional small craft by building on the findings of this research.
The process of profiling the motivational interests of these consumers
has nonetheless begun. Perception of one self as a craftsman was
found to be the primary factor in small classic boat participation
and was more likely to influence interest compared to occupation. The
work involved in maintaining a wooden craft was viewed as a primary
reason for not wanting a traditional small craft particularly among
non-craftsmen. Economic considerations are not so pressing as might
be expected and are not shown to be the reason for either selling a
cruising boat or buying/building a traditional small craft. An
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interest in these craft was shown by cruising boat owners, however,
as an appealing alternative but no actual changes in boat ownership
or use could be demonstrated in the sampled populations. No
significant relationship was found between present or planned
ownership of a traditional small craft and the use to which the craft
would be put.
In the final chapter. the implications of the findings of the
research will be explored with specific regard to the three
populations which were surveyed. Further. the reflection of the
small craft movement in the socio-cultural environment as a whole
will be discussed.
'-
FOOTNOTES: Chapter Three
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counts of less than
the chi square
CHAPTER IV
Conclusions and Recommendations
The three populations which were surveyed have been shown to be
significantly different with regard to age, occupation, and present
ownership of traditional small craft. The Mystic group is made up of
a proportionally greater share of younger~ blue collar workers.
Although the perception of the respondents as craftsmen when cast by
their occupation is not statistically significant, it does show a
tendency for a large proportion of blue collar workers to describe
themselves as craftsmen. (Table 8) It follows, therefore, that many
of the Mystic participants are likely to be craftsmen. In fact, 82
percent described themselves in this way. (Table 12) Perception of
oneself as a craftsman has been shown to be the most accurate factor
in identifying interest in small wooden craft and, therefore, it is
not surprising that 72 percent of all those surveyed who own
traditional wooden small craft came from the Mystic population.
(Table 3) Similarly the analysis has shown that they are also more
likely to purchase such a craft in the future. The large proportion
of craftsmen in this population is less likely to object to the
maintenance required of a wooden boat compare to the perception held
by the non-craftsman.
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There were significantly fewer craftsmen in the Newport Yacht Club
than would be expected had the membership and participation in the
survey been drawn from a random popul ati on. (Table 12) It is not
surprising that only 20 percent of the traditional small craft owned,
which is significantly fewer than were expected, came from this
population. (Table 3) Newport Yacht Club members are middle-aged.
(Table 1) They not only own fewer traditional small craft but are
significanly less inclined to purchase one. (Table 10)
Table 12 A Comparison of Population to Perception of Survey
Respondants as Craftsman: Actual and Expected Values
and Cell Chi Square
Frequency
Expected
Ce 11 Ch i Square
Mystic
Newport
Yacht Cl ub
Ida Lewis
Yacht Club
Total
Yes
59
43.4
5.6
24
30.7
1.5
20
28.9
2.7
103
No
13
28.6
8.5
27
20.3
2.2
28
19.1
4.2
68
Total
72
51
48
171
Chi Square 24.773 DF = 2 Probability = .01
The Ida Lewis members were, not surprisingly, professionals in a
significantly large proportion. (Table 2) Relatively few consider
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themselves to be craftsmen, a fact which may have contributed to the
low rate of ownership of these craft. (Table 3) Though no
significant relationship could be shown to exist between occupation
of the Ida Lewis Yacht Club members and a reason for not wanting to
own a traditional small craft, they may object to the maintenance
involved again because they do not perceive of themselves as
craftsmen. Perhaps intensive pursuit of their careers left little
time for hobbies. What time they have might preferably be spent in
using boat rather than working on it. Unfortunate iy, no questions
were included in the survey addressing the issue of having their
boats professionally cared for.
How, then, do these profiles of the three populations surveyed
reflect recent cultural changes? To be sure. the societal conditions
which have fostered the use of small craft as a way of life will
never be duplicated. Industrialization and mass-production are facts
of life and are the foundation upon which our society has been built.
Yet. the small craft mov~ment ;s growing at an impressive rate.
The need for individualization has become evident in many areas.
Life styles, modes of dress, creative development of ones talents.
are all expressions of this pursuit of individuality. The emphasis
on the appreciation of uniqueness and diversity of talent is so
pervasive that the recent nature of its development is obscured. It
was in the late 1960's and early 1970's that the resistance to
conformity and mass produced uniformity manifested itself in the
counter culture movement which became so pervasive that one could
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hardly have passed th r.ough those years unaffected. A permanent mark
may have been left on the socia-cultural system which has emphasized
a whole host of ideas and concepts which only now is beginning to
make its impact felt on the larger society. The developments which
have found their way into our society span a range which often is
difficult to comprehend but which for better or for worse have altered
our lifestyle in some very fundamental ways.
It is not surprising when one examines these years that it is the
younger people who are most involved in the small craft movement as
they are likely to have been most effected by these changing years.
A person who is thirty-five years old now was graduating from high
school in 1966. These were turbulent times with disillusionment
caused in large part by an undeclared war, and recognition that
traditional technological fixes were no longer the panacea they were
though to be. There is little doubt that this represented a dawning
time in our attitudes towards the environment, our culture, and our
perception of ourselves the effects of which are still with us. The
peace movement touched our social sensibilities and, perhaps, deepened
the aesthetic appreciation of an entire generation, a fact which is
bing demonstrated in many diverse ways.
There will of course always be a market for manufactured and
synthetic goods. This is the source of our strength as an
industrialized nation. Though the quality may not always equal that
found in a handcrafted object, the cost is competitive and the
availability high. Yet, many are determined to devote some portion
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of time, however small, to the pursuit of individuality. Some are
becoming involved in the creative process directly and are weaving,
knitting. carving, turning pottery, etc. They are enriched not merely
by the possession of quality but also by being directly or indirectly
involved of quality with its creation.
Others have pursued the acquisition of quality objects at
auctions, antique stores, craft fairs, art exhibits. Highly
specialized fields have been developed in response to the demand for
professionals capable of identifying, restoring, and recreating
discarded objects. The renaissance of interest in traditional small
craft is a reflection of this much broader societal trend to
appreciate craftsmanship over mass-produced items. It is the
realization that a boat which is designed for mass production and
distribution to meet every need, to satisfy every use. every
condition of shoreline will, in fact. meet no one use or condition
perfectly.
The vastly expanded educational programs being offered by
apprentice shops and maritime museums of which Mystic is at the
•
for.efront, have begun to expose people to the quality of workmanship
and the evolution of a design which has been influenced by social
need and the environment in which it is to be used. Boats which are
poorly constructed or poorly designed are sometimes passed off as
excellent until or unless the people become educated to the
intricacies of a finely designed pulling boat and have had the
opportunity to row one.
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Knowledge of the attributes of the classic small craft often
makes the mass produced versions appear deficient by comparison.
Further research about the motivations, would, in this respect have
market potential particularly important to commercial wooden boat-
builders. Builder involvement might will foster and promote this
education by making available a small number of representative pulling
and sailing craft in a rental fleet. In a tourist center such as
Newport, which caters to the yachting expert, novice. and non-boater.
a rental service may be developed into an important tourist
attraction. It appears more than reasonable that such a venture
could be developed provided there were properly directed advertising
and reasonable rates. Such a facility could be housed so that a
small repair shop for the boats could become a primary vehicle for
demonstrating the craft while maintaining the small boats.
Realistically, the construction of even a modest fleet of perhaps
six craft would represent a sizeable investment on the part of the
builder. Further, renting waterfront property with a dinghy dock
facility in most popular tourist centers would be extremely costly.
The possibility of the municipality underwriting a portion of the
expenses by making space available at city run waterfront parks would
need to be investigated.
Yet, for the craftsman/businessman in such a tenuous, low profit
business, this educational process could bear much greater rewards
than whatever profits were derived from the rental service itself.
Having been exposed to an eighteen foot, well constructed and balanced
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Whitehall or Cornish Gig, the deficiencies of a box.shaped fiberglass
pram will become more apparent: it is much more difficult to row and
not nearly as pleasing to the eye. The absence of finely tuned
rowing boats and the availability of fiberglass has undoubtedly
contributed to the decline of the sport of rowing. The challenge is
made, therefore, to actively educate the boating public and other
interested people ~o raise their standards and consequently develop
the commercial market·for traditional small craft. Other informal
market development techniques might include holding local small craft
regattas or hold repair and maintenance workshops. In short, in
areas in which there are no organized small craf.t interests, the
wooden boatbuilder might, if the expenditure of time and money could
be made, become a cultural and educational center.
It is the enthusiastic response to this educational process which
has encouraged museums, journals, and small craft organizations to
expand their efforts which in turn helps enlist new enthusiasts. The
movement is, consequently, vital, founded on a search for
individuality and quality.
The cultural and esthetic movement must be juxtaposed against
current economic realities. The largest proportion of small craft
enthusiasts was found to come from the category collectively
identified as Ilblue collar" workers. Since these are not the higher
income occupations, some slowing in the growth of the movement can be
anticipated. It is axiomatic that the lower ones income is, the more
adversely he is affected by a faltering economy. Wage· increases
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often cannot keep pace with the rate of inflation. Therefore, as
prices go up the purchasing power of a constant wage goes down. The
dream of buying or bUilding a classic small craft may be further and
further from reality.
For white collar workers, and professionals who owned or planned
to buy a traditional small craft, finances may not preclude
involvement. In all cases, a greaten degree of motivation will have
to compensate for decreased ease of paying for active involvement in
the traditional small craft movement. At some point, if the economy
continues to worsen some cruising boat owners will in all probability
be forced to sell their boats. Data shows that only 15 percent would
keep their large cruising boat despite its cost. Coupled with a
proportionally high number of respondents (55 percent) who consider
small craft an appealing alternative, some future increase may be
forecast in the desirability of leaving cruising boats for traditional
small craft.
There is another face to the societal changes which are nurturing
interest in small craft boating. The appreciation of quality and
craftsmanship is as obvious as an increasing sense of the quality of
life. Physical exercise in the form of running, bicycling, playing
racketbal1, softball, etc., is replacing a social preoccupation with
spectator activities. Ten years ago it was rare to see a jogger
except, perhaps, on a track. Now, one can hardly drive down a street
without passing several. Cocktail party conversation has evolved
from which team won the SuperBowl to which style of running shoe is
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most comfortable and how far or often each has run. This trend has
touched the small craft movement by motivating people to become
involved for physical fitness r-easons . More research to discover the
scope of interest by athletes might include surveying subscribers to
'Runrrinq" magazine. Data resulting from such a survey would
facilitate development of marketing techniques to reach those whose
primary interest is physical fitness rather than boating.
Whether the ranks of small craft enthusiasts swell is, to a
degree, a commercially based academic question. The knowledge of
history, design, and use of these craft has been preserved in a
living repository as well as documented in museums and texts. It
will be passed on both horizontally and vertically through
generations. The essence of the movement will be preserved, despite
fluctuations caused by the economic atmosphere, by a society whose
value of craftsmanship and active participation will not allow it to
forget.
Appendix A
Woodenboat Reader Survey
l. How long have you subscribed to Wooden Boat?
A. 5 years 27.9%
B. 3 to 4 years 25.3%
c. 1 to 2 years 34.3%
D. Less than 1 year 12.5%
Base: 466 100.0%
2. On the average, how much time do you spend reading your copy of
Wooden Boat?
A. Less than one hour 9.3%
B. 1 to 2 hours 24.6%
C. 3 to 4 hours 41.9%
D. 5 hours or more 24.2%
Base: 463 100.0%
MEDIAN TIME PER ISSUE : 3 HOURS, 20 MINUTES
3. What do you do with the Wooden Boat when you are through with it?
A. Save it
B. Discard it
C. Give it to a friend
Base: 466
95.1%
.6%
8.1%
103.8%*
* Answers exceed 100% because some respondents checked more than
one answer.
4. The following is a list of articles from the previous six issues
of Wooden Boat. Would you please check the five (5) which you
liked most? (Answers in order of preference)
1. The Elements of Craftsmanship
2. Giffy's Hammer: Surveying Wooden Boats
3. Mr. Herreshoff's Wonderful Rozinante
4. Electrolysis and Corrosion
5. Building a Dinghy For Oar And Sail
6. Forest Timber: Who Has It; Who Gets It
7. Leaking Decks: Watertight Solutions
8. William Hand: The Evolution Of An Architect
9. matter Of Detail
10. Asa Thompson's Elegant Skiffs
11. Maintenance With Meaning
12. The Dutch Boeier
13. Before You Set Sail
14. Ashcrott's Simplex System
15. Ruby's Bloom
5. Besides yourself, how many other family members or friends
regularly read your copy of Wooden Boat?
A. None 47.4%
B. One 30.0%
C. Two 12.9%
D. Three 4.5%
E. Four 2.6%
F. Five or more 2.6%
Base: 466 100.0%
TOTAL READERS PER COPY: 1.92
6. How would you rate Wooden Boat for the Fo llowi ng:
EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR BASE
A. General appearances 90% 10% 465
B. Photography 82% 17% 1% 463
C. Usefulness of editor- 54% 39% 6% 1% 459
i a1 content
D. Usefulness of adver- 47% 43% 9% 1% 454
tising content
7. What other nautical/boating magazines do you regularly read or
subscribe to? (Over 60 national, regional and international
magazines were mentioned in response to this question. Those
most often mentioned are listed below in order of number of
mentions received.)
A. Sail
B. National Fisherman
C. Cruising World
D. Yachting
E. Small Boat Journal
F. Motor Boating &Sailing
G. None/no response
Base: 469
30.4%
27.0%
18.8%
17.0%
10.6%
6.6%
26.2%
8. Of all the nautical/boating magazines that you regularly read or
subscribe to, including Wooden Boat, which do you find most
useful and why? (23 magazines were mentioned by the 332
respondents to this question. The magazines which received more
than 5 mentions are listed below in order of number of mentions
received.)
A. Wooden Boat
B. Sail
C. National Fisherman
D. Cruising World
E. Sea (All Editions)
F. A11 others
Base: 332
9. How many boats do you own?
A. None 13%
B. One 34%
C. Two 29%
D. Three 14%
E. Four 5%
F. Five or more 5%
Base: 450
72.9%
6.3%
4.2%
3.9%
2.1%
10.6%
100.0%
TOTAL BOATS
17,000
29,000
21,000
11,000
12,500
27.3%
69.5%
37.3%
33.0%
17.6%
7.~
5.1%
AVERAGE PER RESPONDENT:
AVERAGE PER BOAT OWNER:
LENGTHS:
12' or less
12' to 17' 1111
18' to 24' 1111
25 I to 31' 11"
32I to 41' 1111
42' to 50'
Over 50'
Base: All Boatowners
1.81
2.08
AGE:
A. 10 years or less 50.1%
B. 10 to 20 years 19.9%
C. 21 to 30 years 11.2%
D. 31 to 40 years 7.8%
E. 41 to 50 years 4.2%
F. Over 50 6.8%
AVERAGE AGE: 16.98 years
Base: 722 boats
10. How many boats have you built?
A. None 49.7%
B. One 21.5%C. Two 12.3%D. Three 7.4%
E. Four 1.9%
F. Five or more 7.2%
Base: 436
AVERAGE PER RESPONDENT 1.12
Base: 469
11. During the coming year, do you:
A. Sailboat without aux il; ary
B. Sailboat with auxiliary
C. Powerboat
D. Sma 11 Craft
TOTAL RESPONDENTS:
PLAN TO BUILD
9.4%
8.1%
1.3%
17.5%
36.3%
PLAN TO PURCHASE
4.4%
5.7%
2.6%
1.3%
14.9%
12. If you are planning to bUild, what method of construction are you
planning to use?
A. Traditional
B• Co, d-mo 1ded
C. Kit
D. Other
60%
18%
6%
16%
13. Would you estimate the current market value of your boat(s) as:
A. $5,000 or less 38.7%
B. $5,000 to $15,000 27.6%
C. $15,001 to $30,000 15.4%
D. $30,001 to $50,000 10.3%
E. $50,001 to $75,000 3.9%
F. $75,001 to 100,000 1.0%
G. Over $100,000 3.1%
Base: 406 100.0%
AVERAGE VALUE OF BOAT(S) PER BOATOWNER: $19,500
14. Do you have marine insurance on your wooden boats?
A. Yes
B. No
Base: 399
15. How many mar;ne engines do you own?
A. None 11.9%
B. One 45.6%
C. Two 21.8%
O. Three 10.6%
E. Four 4.1%
F. Five or more 6.0%
Base: 386 100.0%
AVERAGE PER READER: 1. 73
33.2%
66.8%
22,800
21,800
15,900
8,200
18,000
86,700
15. Continued
INBOARDS/AUXILIARIES: 48.1% of TOTAL
TOTAL
A. 5 hp or 1ess 7.8% 3,264
B. 6-15 hp 14.6% 6,108
c. 16-25 hp 13.1% 5,480
D. 26-50 hp 21.4% 8,954
E. 51-100 hp 8.2% 8,200
F. Over 100 hp 34.9% 14,604
OUTBOARDS: 51. 9% OF TOTAL
TOTAL
A. 5 hp or 1ess 41.8% 18,872
B. 6-15 hp 34.1% 15,396
c. 16-25 hp 9.9% 4,470
D. 26-50 hp 9.1% 4,108
E. 51-100 hp 3.2% 1,444
F. Over 100 hp 1.9% 856
16. Do you p1an to purchase a marine engine during the next twelve
months?
A. Yes 18.3%
B. No 81.7%
Base: 440
17. Who does the following types of maintenance on your primary boat?
SELF BOATYARD OTHER BASE
A. Hull work 89% 10% 1% 424B. Engine work 73% 14% 14% 373
C. Deck work 94% 5% 1% 354O. Sails &canvas work 53% 6% 41% 347
18. How much marine paint do you purchase each year (including bottom
paint) :
A. 1 quart
B. Between 1 quart and 1 gallon
C. 1 to 2 gallons
D. More than 2 gallons
Base: 400
6%
31%
28%
35%
.........
19. Which of the following marine items do you already own or are .
planning to purchase within the next 12 months: (Please check
all th at app 1y)
ALREADY OWN
A. 8il ge pump 67 •3%
B. Anchor 76.6%
C. Boat trailer 41.8%
D. Inflatables 21.0%
E. Foul weather gear 72.1%
F. Marine compass 66.8%
G. Other navigational equip. 44.3%
H. Radar 2.8%
I. Loran A or C 2.4%
J. Marine radio 24.2%
K. CB 19.3%
L. Other gear/hardware 41.1%
Base: All Boatowners
PLAN TO PURCHASE
11.2%
11.2%
8.0%
8.7%
16.9%
16.9%
16.6%
2.8%
3.1%
29.8%
3.5%
34.7%
20. Professionally or in your spare time are you a:
A. Carpenter
B. Wood Sculptor
C. Woodwork er
D. Cabinetmaker
E. Model ship builder
Base: 469
54%
7%
49%
21%
18%
* Answers exceed 100% because some respondents checked more than
one category. 70% checked at least one.
21. 00 you have a workshop?
A. Yes
B. No
Base: 452
81%
19%
What is the estimated value of your woodworking tools and
equipment?
A. Less than $500
B. $501 to $1,000
C. $1,001 to $1,500
D. $1,501 to $2,000
E. More than $2,000
Base: 425
22%
24%
11%
12%
31%
22. Which of the following do you currently own for personal or
business use an which, if any, are planning to purchase within
the next 12 months:
A. Bandsaw
B. Radial Arm Saw
C. Sera 11 Saw
D. Jo i nter
E. Thickness Planer
F. Tab 1e Saw
G. Chain Saw
H. Lathe
1. Dri11 Press
J. Portable Power Tools
K. Workbench
Base: 469
ALREADY OWN
35.6%
29.4%
36.4%
28.7%
14.2%
50.5%
47.1%
26.2%
36.8X
91.1%
77 .6%
PLAN TO PURCHASE
13.8%
5.3%
1.2%
8.3%
10.2%
8.3%
3.1%
6.6%
8.9%
4.0%
2.7%
23. Do you own a woodstove?
A. Yes
B. No
Base: 442
Are you planning to purchase one?
A. Yes
B. No
Base: 466
43.4%
56.6%
15.0%
85.0%
24. 00 you read the advertising in Wooden Boats?
A. Yes
B. No
Base: 467
98%
2%
25. Have you purchased a product or service as a result of
advertising in Wooden Boat?
A. Yes
B. No
Base: 457
65.2%
34.8%
-..
26. In the past year have you inquired about products or services
that you have seen advertised in Wooden Boat?
A. Yes 71.1%
B. No 28.9%
Base: 462
27. During the past year have you:
A. Gone on an extended cruise 27.0%
B. Backpacked 19.6%
C. Cruised Weekends 55.0%
D. Gone Campi ng 33.9%
E. Participated in an Ocean Race 9.5%
F. Made an Ocean Crossing 4.0%
G. Raced Small Craft 26.6%
H. Attended a Boat Show 53.0%
1. Chartered a Boat 9.5%
Base: 469
28. In what State or Province do you currently reside?
See geographic breakdown of circulation
29. What level of schooling did you complete?
A. Grammar School 1.0%
B. High School 7.3%
C. Some Co 11 ege 26.7%
O. College Graduate 29.2%
E. Post-Graduate 12.9%
F. Post-Graduate Degree 22.9%
Base: 466
30. Are you employed in the marine industry?
A. Yes 19.0%
B. No 81.0%
Base: 460
31. Are you:
A. Male 98.0%
B. Female 2.0%
Base: 467
32. Which of the following major credit cards do you hold?
A. MASTERCHARGE 46.9%
B. VISA 49.0%
C. AMERICAN EXPRESS 21. 7%
Base: 460
33. What is your annual household income? (Please inc lude income
from all members and all sources)
A. $10,000 or less 7.2%
B. $10,001 to $17,500 12.8%
C. $17,501 to $25,000 18.9%
D. $25,001 to $32,500 20.5%
E. $32,501 to $40,000 16.7%
F. $40,001 to $50,000 8.1%
G. $50,001 to $75,000 9.2%
H. Over $75,000 6.3%
Base: 443
AVERAGE IN COME: $33,100
MEDIAN INCOME: $29,067
34. What ; s your age?
A. Under 18 .7%
B. 19 to 27 7.7%
C. 28 to 34 24.5%
D. 35 to 39 17.2%
E. 40 to 55 32.3%
F. 56 to 65 3.5%
G. Over 65 3.5%
AVERAGE AGE: 42
MEDIAN AGE: 39
Appendix B
Small Craft Survey
SMALL CRAFT SURVEY
Introduction: For the pupose of this survey, classic small craft are
considered to be lapstrake or carvel planked wooden boats generally
under 20 feet in length. They are powered by oar or by sail and
include, among others, dories, tenders, wherries, canoes, skiffs,
Whitehalls, and prams. Please check all correct answers.
1. Do you currently own a classic small craft? yes no
(If you answered yes, please describe your boat specifically:
2. If you do not own a classic small craft, would you like to
purchase one in the future? yes no
3. If you have ever owned or plan to own a classic small craft, what
would you consider its primary use?
rowing for exercise
tender on a larger boat
pleasure boating/daysailing
other
4. If you do not want to own one, is it because you
feel they are too costly to buy
would dislike the regular maintenance required
prefer to observe them only
are primarily interested in the craftsmanship involved
have no access to water
other
- - -----------------------
5. How did you first become interested in sm~ll craft?
am not really interested
current interest influenced by pleasant childhood experience
need a tender for a larger boat
saw others enjoying rowing or sailing for recreation
as a craftsman you appreciate their fine workmanship
through magazines and journals on the subject·
other
6. Are you an amateur or professional craftsman who enjoys working
with wood?
yes _ no
7. If"you own a larger cruising-type boat, please answer the
fa 11 owi ng:
A. If you were to find the inflated expenses of owning such a
boat becoming a burden would you
___ sell this larger boat and leave boating entirely
consider small craft boating an appealing alternative
___ keep the large boat despite its cost
keep the large boat despite its cost but defray the
--- expense of its frequent use by owning and using a
classic small craft on a regular basis
B.
c.
Is this boat sailor power?
Please check its size:
20-25 feet
26-30 feet
31-35 feet
36-40 feet
41-45 feet
over 45 feet
sail ___ power
8. Your occupation is _
9. Please check your age group to which you belong
under 25
26-35
36-45
46-50
51-60
over 60
10. COMMENTS:
Appendix C
Line Drawings of a Representative
Sample of Traditional Small Craft
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